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In recent years it has been of great concern to the United States Army to find 
other way of accepting shipments of textiles, other than the visual method previous
ly 
ed. This visual method has led to problems due to disagreements between inspecto
rs 
r the Army and the textile manufacturel,'s. 
The objective of this investigation was to develop a new method of finding 
ceptance limits by use of a numerical method involving instrumental measurements 
submitted samples. The part of this investigation presented here includes the 
· strumental measurements on submitted samples, picking of sample pairs for blue 
d the visual test used on the inspectors. The results of the visual test will be use
d 
find the acceptance limits. 
Determination of CIELAB Coordinates 
A. Introduction and Equipment 
The CIELAB color space was used in this investigation. This color space 
a Cartesian coordinate system, consisting of three mutually perpendicular axes. 
* 
ne axis is the lightness (L ) axis and extends from black (minus) to white (plus). 
* 
he two remaining axes are the yellow-blue axis (b axis) and the red-green axis 
* 
* 
axis) which are perpendicular to the lightness axis (L axis) and perpendicular 
each other. 
Measurements on all submitted samples, 200 to 300 samples for each color 
udied, were obtained on a Diano-Hardy II spectrophotometer. These measurements
 
ere the reflectances of each submitted sample between 400 and 700 nanometers, tak
en 
· 20 nanometer intervals. These reflectance values were obtained with use of a 10
 
gree-diffuse geometry. A tungsten lamp was used to obtain the reflectances. 
* * * hese reflectances were used to calculate the L , a and b values for each sample. 
hese values were calculated by use of an ACS 2000 color computer with programs 
t * * * 
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After the CIELAB values for each sample had been obtained a data file was 
* * * created, which contained the L , a and b values along with the corresponding 
sample number. A separate file was created for each color studied. Appendix A 
gives a typical page from a data file listing. 
B. Procedure 
The first step was to calibrate the equipment using a white standard, Barium 
Sulfate (Ba SO 4). After correct reflectances were obtained from a standard and 
sample, both of Barium Sulfate, the next step was to obtain the reflectance factor 
for the color standard of interest. The next step was to use the color standard as the 
standard in the beam marked for standards (reference beam) and test each submitted 
s~ple in the beam marked for samples (sample beam). Two sets of reflectances were 
obtained for each sample and their average was used i;11 the calculations. The programs 
stored on the discs were used to calculate the tristimulus values, chromaticity 
coordinates, color differences and CIELAB coordinates for each sample. This procedure 
was repeated for each color studied. 
III. Use of Sample Pairs for Finding Tolerances 
A. Introduction 
The standard and limit samples, of the color studied, should form a three-
dimensional figure in the CIELAB color space. This figure will be set up such that all 
the points in the interior represent an acceptance and all that lie outside represent a 
rejection. This figure is an ellipsoid with its axis oriented in the lightness, hue and 
. chroma directions. The acceptability tolerances that correspond to this ellipsoid 
shall be determined from the pass or fail responses, of inspectors, to various sample 
•· pairs which differ in only lightness, hue and chroma. 
It can be recognized that six tolerances will be found for each color studied, 
·. one tolerance in each of the plus and minus directions of the three axes. To find each 
. tolerance a series of four sample pairs were used. 
'. i. 
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B. Visual Test Method 
In each of the six directions studied , four color differences in increasing 
amounts were studied. Thus 24 color differences were used for each color. Each color 
difference is represented by a sample pair in which one sample is designated as the 
standard and the other is designated as the sample to be judged against the standard. 
These color differences were set up such that the largest difference would be deemed 
unacceptable and the smallest difference would be deemed acceptable as a match. The 
desired tolerance limit will lie somewhere in the range of the four differences. 
Each of the color differences, sample pairs, will be shown to an inspector 
ten times in random order. This was done so that the inspector did not realize that 
the same difference is shown repeatedly. Each time a sample pair was shown, the 
inspector was asked if he or she would accept or reject the sample against the standard. 
Thus 240 judgements were made by each inspector for every color studied. A special 
sample holder, lazy susan, was used during the judging so that the inspector could 
· not recognize which sample pair was ~resented for judgment. 
C. Procedure 
1. Finding Sample Pairs 
To find the sample pairs needed for use in the visual test a set of several 
hundred sample submissions was used for each color. These samples lie closely all 
around the standard and should make it possible to find the needed sample pairs 
amoungst the set of samples. 
It would be very difficult to find a single standard to be used in all the 
sample pairs. It is easier to use a series of standards in the pairs with which 
corresponding samples can be used to represent the required color difference. 
The following procedure was used to determine the sample pairs: 
The data file was rearranged such that the listing was in increasing 
numerical order of sample identification. This rearrangement was performed by the 
computer program presented in Appendix B supplied by Dr. Eugene Allen. The next 
step was to enter the rearranged data file into a program supplied by Dr. Eugene Allen 
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see Appendix C), to find all the possible sample pairs obtainable from the entire 
et of sample submissions. 
The program in Appendix C considers each sample as a standard for 
hich a subset of samples are found. These samples all lie on one of the six lines, 
reviously mentioned, extending outward from that standard. The program prints 
ut, for each sample submission considered individually as a standard, the subset 
ong with the corresponding color difference between each sample in the subset and 
· he standard. From the output it was easy to find pairs of samples in which the 
ample differs from the standard in each of the six directions, with four color differences 
n each direction. It must be remembered that the standard varies with each pair and 
hat each pair represents a specific color difference in either hue, chroma, or lightness. 
his procedure was carried out by myself for one of the colors studied, blue, and 
r. Allen performed the sample selection on all the other colors studied. Table I shows 
he sample pair selection for blue. A full description of how the program, in Appendix 
, works can be found in the first reference. 
2. Using Sample Pairs 
The number of sample pairs actually used for each shade was less than 
24, needed to represent the six directions with four color differences in each direction. 
This is due to the fact that in many cases the same pair was used for a minus difference 
and also for a plus difference. To further explain this refer to page 19 of the first 
reference. 
A computer program, supplied by Dr. Eugene Allen, was used to 
randomize the order of sample pair presentation for each shade. The program 
randomized the presentation of 24 sample pairs, with each pair being presented ten 
times; thus the listing was composed of 240 total presentations. After the listing was 
obtained the visual test was performed on the shade and the results were recorded. 
The randomizing program used is given in Appendix D. 
This procedure was used on six inspectors, three from civil service 




After the CIELAB values for each sample had been obtained a data file was 
• • • • created, which contained the L , a· and b values along with the corresponding 
sample number. A separate file was created for each color studied. Appendix A 
gives a typical page from a data file listing. 
B. Procedure 
The first step was to calibrate the equipment using a white standard, Barium 
Sulfate (Ba SO 4). After correct reflectances were obtained from a standard and 
sample, both of Barium Sulfate, the next step was to obtain the reflectance factor 
for the color standard of interest. The next step was to use the color standard as the 
standard in the beam marked for standards (reference beam) and test each submitted 
S$111ple in the beam marked for samples (sample beam). Two sets of reflectances were 
obtained for· each sample and their average was used i;11 ~he calculations. The programs 
stored on the discs were used to calculate the tristimulus values, chromaticity 
coordinates, color differences and CIELAB coordinates for each sample. This procedure 
was repeated for each color studied. 
III. Use of Sample Pairs for Finding Tolerances 
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The standard and limit samples, of the color studied, should form a three-
dimensional figure in the CIELAB color space. This figure will be set up such that all 
the points in the interior represent an acceptance and all that lie outside represent a 
rejection. This figure is an ellipsoid with its axis oriented in the lightness, hue and 
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B. Visual Test Method 
In each of the six directions studied, four color differences in increasing 
·._.) amounts were studied. Thus 24 color differences were used for each color. Each color 
difference is represented by a sample pair in which one sample is designated as the 
standard and the other is designated as the sample to be judged against the standard. 
These color differences were set up such that the largest difference would be deemed 
unacceptable and the smallest difference would be deemed acceptable as a match. The 
desired tolerance limit will lie somewhere in the range of the four differences. 
Each of the color differences, sample pairs, will be shown to an inspector 
ten times in random order. This was done so that the inspector did not realize that 
the same difference is shown repeatedly. Each time a sample pair was shown, the 
inspector was asked if he or she would accept or reject the sample against the standard. 
Thus 240 judgements were made by each inspector for every color studied. A special 
sample holder, lazy susan, was used during the judging so that the inspector could 
not recognize which sample pair was presented for judgment. 
C. Procedure 
1. Finding Sample Pairs 
To· find the sample pairs needed for use in the visual test a set of several 
hundred sample submissions was used for each color. These samples lie closely all 
around the standard and should make it possible to find the needed sample pairs 
amoungst the set of samples. 
It would be very difficult to find a single standard to be used in all the 
sample pairs. It is easier to use a series of standards in the pairs with which 
corresponding samples can be used to represent the required color difference. 
The following procedure was used to determine the sample pairs: 
The data :tile was rearranged such that the listing was in increasing 
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(see Appendix C), to find all the possible sample pairs obtainable from the entire 
set of sample submissions. 
The program in Appendix C considers each sample as a standard for 
which a subset of samples are found. These samples all lie on one of the six lines, 
previously mentioned, extending outward from that standard. The program prints 
out, for each sample submission considered individually as a standard, the subset 
along with the corresponding color difference between each sample in the subset and 
the standard. From the output it was easy to find pairs of samples in which the 
sample differs from the standard in each of the six directions, with four color differences 
in each direction. It must be remembered that the standard varies with each pair and 
that each pair represents a specific color difference in either hue, chroma, or lightness. 
This procedure was carried out by myself for one of the colors studied, blue, and 
Dr. Allen performed the sample selection on all the other colors studied. Table I shows 
the sample pair selection for blue. A full description of how the program, in Appendix 
C, works can be found in the · first reference. 
2. Using Sample Pairs 
The number of sample pairs actually used for each shade was less than 
24, needed to represent the six directions with four color differences in each direction. 
This is due to the fact that in many cases the same pair was used for a minus difference 
and also for a plus difference. To further explain this refer to page 19 of the first 
reference. 
A computer program, supplied by Dr. Eugene Allen, was used to 
randomize the order of sample pair presentation for each shade. The program 
randomized the presentation of 2 4 sample pairs, with each pair being presented ten 
times; thus the listing was composed of 240 total presentations. After the listing was 
obtained the visual test was performed on the shade and the results were recorded. 
The randomizing program used is given in Appendix D. 
This procedure was used on six inspectors, three from civil service 
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These six inspected all three shades while a seventh inspector (Linda), recently 
entered into civil service and previously from textile manufacturing, only inspected 
the pairs from the blue shade. 
For this visual test procedure, illuminant D75 was used by all inspectors 
except Jim and Robie. Jim and Robie used a cool white fluorescent illuminant due to 
the fact that a D75 illuminant was unavailable. During this procedure a neutral gray 
background was used by all inspectors, except for inspector Robie. Inspector Robie 
used a very light tan background due to the unavailability of neutral gray. All 
inspectors made judgements looking at the face of the material and overlaped the 
sample over the standard. 
D. Results 
The results of the visual test were recorded and tabulated. These results 
can be seen in Tables II , III, and IV. In these tables the leftmost column shows the 
total CIELAB color difference (Delta E) given for each pair. In the columns to the 
right the percentage of acceptance judgements are shown for each inspector. 
It can be seen that in most cases the expected outcome, the percentage of 
pass judgements decreasing with increasing color difference, occured. Occassionally 
the opposite of the expected outcome occured. Despite this the results of the tests 
agreed with what was expected. 
IV. Use of the Visual Test Results 
From the data in Tables II, III, and IV the color difference corresponding to a 
50% acceptance rate must be calculated. This is done by use of a logistic function, 
see reference two. The 50% acceptance rates were found for each color by using a 
computer program written by Dr. Eugene Allen. This was then considered the 
accepted tolerances. This final tolerance evaluation was done by Dr. Allen. 
(~) 
·---"'-----------· - -
-..f-----------·-·-·--·-~---· ----·-·- ·---· - ·-··---------·- - . --~-----------
- -- --·- -· -· ----·--. --·- ---··· -
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Table II 
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The methods of selecting samples for inspection and presenting samples to 
.• ) inspectors seem to be dependable and worthy of future use. Some of the unexpected 
results can be attributed to the use of a different illuminant, other than D75, and the 
use of a non-gray background by inspector Robie. 
\ 
~ 
It is suggested that the same procedure be used for sample selection in the future. 
It is strongly suggested that inspectors be required to use a neutral gray background 
and the same illuminant, D75, as that from which the CIELAB coordinates were 
calculated. 
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Typical Page of a Data File 
., : 
• /"'·": ... " ·~ \". j ., ':• ·'.' ,, ' 
• 100 -0000 22 • 90 .0.40 .-11.49 
·110 .0002 22.18 -0.06 -10.79 
t ·120 0003 23.09 0.05 -11.48 
I ....... ·_ .... 1'""'31.Mo_~p ... o ..
.. o 4 ______ ...,2 .... 21.& .... s.. 3~-----V...z.----llL.IOU..W~___.------------





'  160 0007 22.34 
: · :L70 .. 0001·,_: 20.93 
-0.16 -10.92 
0.16 -10.81 
; . · ,1ao 0009 ·... 22.ss 0.1.3 -11.12 
t l 90 7 613 ? : : :· · · 22 • 1 7. . -0.60 -11.67 
i 
~00 7614 · 22+36 




7607 22 .. 51 
7442 ·21.71·· 
· 7462':.,.o.:· 21.56 
''250 4409::):/: .·. 23. 09 
I 
260 7428 21+75 






. ..:.o,r1a ·-10~97 
-0.22 -11.25 
-0.30 -11+19 
280 5310 23.67 -0.23 -11.02 
320 7408 21+4~ -0.39 -11.35 
330 7~32 21.84 -Oi53 -10+63 
340 7410 21.65 -0.21 -11~19 





.,. 300~::·.,. . _??~l + ~
4
1 -0 + 5() .:..10~ 58 
2__ 40o'O :·~:;-:·:>:. · ~., t ,.; .. -0 t 62 · · ·. -1 L 52 
380 5000 21.93 -0.32 -10.92 
390 6000 22+06 -0.59 -11+70 
400 7000 22 .• :1.5 -0.46 -10.43 
410 8000 22i03- ~0.35 -10+87 
420 9000 21.66 -0.51 -11+69 
430 1000 21.66 -0.21 -11.01 
440 4297 23.37 -0+35 -11+02 
450 1001 21.64 -0.64 -11+39 
4AO 1100 22k31 -Q,76 -11.39 
500 7197 22.06 -0.81 -11.44 
s10 1206 21.69 ~o.3a -11.sa 
520 7279 21+58 -0.54 -11.66 ·. 
560 7262 21.72 .-0.42 -11.71 
570 7250 21+50 -0.41 -11+74 
! : 1;:,~;g . ;;;%;,J:1:><\ ·.. ~~: 5~ c:cs:s;• :g: ~Is · :n-~~ · · · '
. /000 7255•'.\: . . 21 t 85 .· · ;.·:y .. ·· . . · -0 t 40 '. ·· -fl:'+ 68 
.,..{i·,c,·1·0-· 7?:=;i<>:::.··: ?1.21 · . ..::.://,\·::::::. ·-o,3r/:· . ..::11."6? .:_.:·:·· 
620 7200 21+74 -0.33 -11.94 






i// : .. ?~\·. ' .. ·· .. 
.. ·.:··· .·•.: . 
. ··-.:· 
.: .. , 
. • ..... :· 
. :,:.·--·· 
640 7283 22..t.96 -Q+61 -;U._uiJ ________ __,_ _____ _ 
:t ~~g · ;~~r; ~i:;g ·:\.' :g:~~ =ii:~~ . i .·. ·.,.C 
, . · 620· · · 7i9t: ..:.< ·:. . ·:21. 46. · ,· .. ··;·<, · -o. s6. · ~-11. 7a · L ·.. . . ~-::.:;),-~. 
6BO 7195 . 21.so -o.47 -11.eo •. 
/· 
690 7208 21.90 · -0.61 -11.56 
~o 7400 2. 6 -o.66 -11.79 
· 110·. · 7377 .. ·.-:.. . 21. 79 · .. : .:· .. ..;.o ~ 66.- · -11 ~72 · 
. 720 .· ?39J.";; ','' . ,: · -Q.62 -.-:~1.93 
..• •; . _.;;....,;,_;,~...::J~i.X..---=;.:J.· l:.A.J~-----.;.:..;._~~~~:i:;II""-~;.;;;.;.~ 
""··t"· .-- :,· . '\ ,,.., .. 
Appendix B 
Program to Rearrange the Data File 
(supplied by Dr. Eugene M. Allen) 







.. ; .. 
1 ........ -.--· ··-··· ·-
1. •. PROGRAH REARRAH <INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE1, TAPE31 001000
1 
1 
.. · DIMENSION Il200), Al2.DO>, 8(2001 001010 
, • • REAL l(ZOOI 001020 i. · =-i ---L.OGI CAL OK. -- -·-·· ..... - . . . .. --· ·-· ··--.-.-······- -·· -· -- - ·-··-----. :-·- 0011) 30 
,-, t •- REWI NO 3 . 0 0101tD : 
•, }r- . : · · J = 1 · 001050 
-ioo·READ ·-"f~r;-fooif i1~· I2, L(J), ACJ), B(JJ 0010&0 
' .· 1001 FORHATCI5, 1X, 13, F.11.0, f15.0, f10.D) · ·· 001979 
IF (I1. EQ. 999) GO TO 120 001oao 
;-::-.. -. :--·_-I<Jf .. =-·1000···,v. I1 + I2 .. ·--- 401090 
r t:\~(\. · J = J + 1. · ·: .. · 001100 
l :•.;\.= -:/GO TO 100 . ·, .. : .. ·:'..: · . . . . . . . . . . :·,,. 001110 120 NCOLORS = .J • 1---·--·-·· ... · .. __ .. ·- ······---·--·~·--. -·-- ------------001120 
NHIN1 = NCOLORS - 1 · . · . ·. 001130 
. ITER __ :: ... 0 . . . . . . 0 oui..o 
;·· ~-.130. OK = -. T.R' .E. ··. ·· , -·~-- .· ----: · ·· ·· -·-···· ·-·· ·····----···------- ·· -------------· · ... ;--ooi1sa 
r ··::.·;::> ITER ·= IfER ·+ i° -.~_-.. ·:00116{ 
L>:.: .. : :· · PRINT ·1001t, ITER ·. : · · · · · . . . ·. · :_:- 00117C 
------~ - .. __ ,..__·.·--··· -- .. -------- . -- . 1ooi. FORMAT<" 1tf{;t:t.> .. :--······- ... - ... . on11st 
00 160 J: 1, NMIN1 00119& 
IF <I(J)_. LE. I<J + 1)) GO TO 160 001206 
·· ..... r_· ...,.._~:-~·,->_-. OK:: aFALSE. · . · ··-·-····· ····--------.------- 001210 
•· .. :·. - ., .. ~. . . .;.···-
t. ·.' O:>. ··~ ITEMP = ·I<J> .:a· · · 001220 
r • . . . . . •. f:: }'.\: :: I<J> =· I(J + U .· . ~. ---·· :._ __ :_ _______ c, ... : __ ......___.......;..._ DIJ.12;so 
. I <J -.--rr-=-ITEHP7-·. •·•·• -· ..... --· ---·- -· •. . 00121+n 
TEMP= L(J) 001250 
- LtJr = L(J +· 1) , 0012&0 
i-· ~-... -i-.--.:_."-_. -. L-(J + 1) .: :Jfi4P ·. -· · · ·· . . . ' .-·-:-: 001270 
!<<\:._-TEM? = A(J)·. ! :-:_ .· ·.:· .·':,,' . · · 11012ao: 
t.··--~~·-. , ... · A<J> :. A<J --> 1>° ._.. 0012911. 
, . AlJ ·+ 1> ·= TEHP- · . . . .. - .. . ···-·--· ... ---··--··-·-··-· 001300 
TEMP= 8(J), . 001310 
i3lJ> = atJ + ·1) OD13ZD 
--- . . - ---··· -· --·- .. ---------- -- ----FJ/J'..,~;_;lf( J ~IT.:'.= tt~PT·/:' :~ · ...... - - ··\.(:.::·_.'·, .. '·.. . ,:: 001330: 
j}:\.J.60.:.CONTINUE·:~·>· ,. :-:-;<:· :<>: . ·····. ··· · · · .... DD131t0 
- ;,;?,.':<:~-If C !N_!IT ~OKI: GO 10 1_~0 ··-·-"--· ___ -· _ _ . ·-·----· >t ::: ',, ,·. . . 001350 
. 00 180 J ~ 1~ NCOLORS 00136D 
I1-= ICJ> / iCOO · · 001370 
I2 = · I(J). - 1000 ., ··11 0013801 
·• -t-·;._. ..  '.-'.. -,:_:-· ....-.. WRITE· (1, · 1fo~ir-x1;-:-1z;-C,if;·-··Atf>;Jftff- ,·:J:· .. _ ... ' .. 0'11390 
·1=:/~00ZFORNAT(IS •.. 1H~j·I3, _F11.2, 2F10-Z) · .... · .•_-,: ___ ,.._: .·,,:. ""··'· OU11t00 
[:>.>.180. CONTINUE- • ·_::···/·,.-_._· .. · ... ,·.· ._.. __ =---·-··'·;~,. .. -.. _____ . -,.:.. . .. . . _0_~~~~~ 
----Sro-P · · 0011tz1: 





. ... ·: . 
. . •' 
......... 
... :, - .. · .. 
· ....... · .. 
. ·,.,· ... ,· .. :.·· . 
. -':.-..~··. · ... · ..... 
. . 
: .. ~ . .. 
- . 
~-------·_.....;...,..._·:...,_·· _.-....._:.:_ .. _ - ........ ·- .. ·····-- . - .. ·---·--·----------- ---------· 
! . .. . : _. · .. :: / >~- .:.:~: ·... . . . . 
i.. . . . .,· . . . ·.· i.. . . . . :' . . . ~·<.:~.·::-.~ ·. : <· . . ': 
i.--..----· :. .;..,··..;..····-· ..;..· ~·· -· --~~~-~~-~-~ .-.-~:: .... ---·-···· . . . . ··-· ···--- ··------ ------·~----· 






Program to Find Sample Pairs 
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c · .. 
t ~-·· ,: 
·c· 
IN A GROUF OF COLOR POINTS IN CIELAB SPACE, 
ALL.COLORS· THAT ARE ON ISOlHUE-LIGHTNESS), 
ISO(HUE-CHROHA). AND JSO(CHROHA-LIGHTNESS) 
LINES RADIATING FROH EACH POINT IN TURN. 
... -·-·· .. -·-··--·-· ... . . . . 
DETER HINES 
DIMENSION ACltOO), a,i.oa,.- NUttaERt400), NUMB(ftD, 3, Z), 
+OEC40, 3, Z>, NPC3, 2) 
001000 
001010 
···-· .. _ 001020 
0010 3D 
001040 
. . --·· _ 0010 50 
00106D 
001070 
··c--·--··-. ·:-:-·-··--.-- .···- - ... ... _______ 001060 
001090 I · 'REAL L < 400 > . · 
: C . . · 001100 
·t ·-REAtf-i=Ii.E···oF ... COLOR POINTS. ····-· .. _. ------~01110 001120· 
001130 C 
· J = 1 ·. .. 001140 
-,---. .,.....-REWINo-1-.- -.. -:---~---- ...... --· ·_- ... -----· ... - ..... ___ ·-·--.. ·--·-··--·-------001151f 
'.· . .-· ·REWIND:'7. . ·. .. --.. ·. 001157 
1Dfl. READ rf; 100·1) NUHaERCJ), LCJl,AIJ), BIJ> ... · , 001~60_J 
.. lF-fNUHBEif(J-) ... ;~-EQ · ~ '7H9999999) GQ TO 120. --·-· ------_--- 0 01170 : 
, · ·J · = J + 1 : : ·. o ·o 1160 t 
. GO TO 100 ,- : . . . . 001190 i 
~z·o~COl'ORS'.' =.·J~ ': ·.-.' . -.. :. ,. ·: ··.--···-:-:--· ..... ____ 0D.120f1 
: C .. ·.,, > .:: ... · .. :.:~>:· · 001220.:t! 
_c :.·~:~.::·~·:. ·.· se,;.·uP._~-~-~-~~~-~-~ .. ~EO. __ o,N E.ACH POIN_r ......... , .. · ·--~--------- ---· OD123D · 
C . · · 001240 
.... Do Joo--J = 1, NCOLORS 
PRINT 1014, J 
--,..-. ,-:-::-:--. M''RIT~( 7 ;-10 D 2r. NUHa ER CJ) 
0 01250 · 
0012£>1) : 
., .. ---· - ... _ .... -.,.- .. ---------·001210:1 
C. " .. ;:~-<_/.·\· ... / .:. · ·. · ..... ,-·- r · - · · 
'. C ,t):;:.{f:.J. : . SET'··UP 06 LOOP BASED ON THE THREE ISO LINES IN 
._C . .. COLOR-SPACE .......... ____ .. . .... . 
001230 1 
. 001290 ( 
- . •·- ·-· ··--·--· I 
001300 1 
0 01310 '. C 
DO 220 IVIA =~1, 3 001320 . 
...----f11 :. 0 :... .. . . . ·. ·. . . ··----.. -· ... -·--·-·· ----- ··-· .01)1330; I 
H2 = 0 ·. . 0 013 40 : , 
I 
: C .. . . . _____________ 00135D_ i . 
-c . !ftr-up~"ti'O-LOOP-aAsEa· ON TESTING. EACH POINT TO SEE 00.1360 · 
C IF IT IS ON THE ISO LINE. . 001370 · 
c· 0013ao , 
, .. · . .':'.~'::.;·,
1
:DO~tOb)c = _1, NCOLORS .. _·. · -....... . _______ .. ___ .... --·-·------ ·--"-. -00139D1 
l ~(.:,:<IF·· CJ ~ · EQ •· ·-K) GO TO 20 0 · . .- .. .:.' · 001lc-OO ! 
i ·:);:~J;/ifGO: TO { 130, -15, ·140 J, · I!J IA .... ·. :; · . .. ·,.:.:, .. · · -"'~--;_.:':" _- 0 01410 -i 
....... ,., ...•. , --------·-'--'"-·-·-·-- .. -- ~--'--·--------'--~~- .•. -· ·------~ 
C ·:, ... -. . . 0 01i.20 ; 
C .. , :· :·.:- FOR~LAS FOR DISTANCE BETWEEN COLOR POINT AND ISO LINE. D01430 '. 
C ' ·.. . · . -~., ·> 0014ftD ( 
:Tl-Ii DIST = SQRT(c'LCJ>·. ~- LI K> ,.-- •• -2 · + - IA Ii> "". BC KJ - A.I K1 •. BCJ>, . lf014.50-! 
; ··_:\ .. _'+-·•~.2-1·_._CACJ->·•"'·2·• BCJ) •• 2J> . . . ;·: 0011t60l 
; · · ... ~.:-... ·. )tfG~~o 'isa :·-·_.::-,·.\ ':::i\'·_·2-~ ...... . : .~-~-- ... ·---·· : .. ~ .. -- ....... · -~.~· ... -· ----~-----·- ___ . -~ · . ·, . 001z.10; 
---r-35 DIST= SQRT(CL(J) - l(K)) •• 2 + (A(J) •• 2 + B(J) •• 2 DDi~aD! 
.. + - AJK) •A.CJ).- BlKl"' BCJ)) •• 2 / CA(J> ,,_,,_ 2 + B(JJ •• 2)) 00149Dl 
. 'GO TO 150 . 001500; 
.-14lf-olsr- -.;~SQRl(fA't J). :-"..:~~A(Kff ·-··· ·2 -:..-,a I J> --~--cH K'f ,... -•• -z-r . 0·01510·; 
:c .- .: .. · . .·.-. . . . - .,·. ·.. . . 001520! 
C . IF DISTANCE IS TOO GREAT, ELIMINATE THE POINT. 001530; 
·-.;,.,-~-·-·----··--· .. : ..-::· ......... ·----·---- · · -· · ·· · · ....... · -· ---- -~-- ifo1s;.o·i 
- 150 IF (DIST. GT. 0.1l GO TO 200 001550\ 
C 001560 ! 
~c·--.~., .. ·7~:DETERHINE .. ON" WHICH "sIDE OF THE ISO LI NE. THE' POINT ttES~--------~-·001s1if! 
: C . · :_. · .. : .. CALCULATE THE COLOR OIFfEREN:E BETWEEN THE POINT . ··. . .. ·· . 001580 I 
: C . :·: \ ,.::-ANO THE REFERENCE COLOR. . . . . : . .. . · .· · =/-'. ·o0159D ! 
-c-. --· ··-~.-'-·······- ... •': - ,·-·-·"· ... . .· .... --··-····- .. ··--·-·-·- ----·- .. ··-;-..:..-----~ .· 0·01&00 
GO TO C 160, 165~ 170), IVIA · ... · 00161D ~ 
.a.u...-~ r""'""'·'· ....... ~.·~ -:-- - ·.. •• ., L a, n · . · JV\.\n.VI · 




.. ---•.w ...... 
GO .TO 190 
001650 
: • 165. AI = AIJ) + BCJ) • <A<KJ "' B(J) • AIJ) 
• BIK> t / <A<JI •• 2 001660 
" ·+ • a <J> •• 2, 
. o 01010 
IF <AI• GT. A(J)I GO T0.190 
00168D 
, ___ Ga···10· .. 1ao-:·.~·-_ - ····- ··· 
· ·· · ···
· ···- · ·· 
·-··-···-··· 
·----·- 001690 
110 IF (L(K) •GT• L<JJ) GO TO 18D 
001700 
. 




··180 ttf =-M1 ... + f-------· - .-·· ..... · .... 
00172:0 
NUH8(M1, IVIA, 11 = NUHBERIK) 
001730 
' I 
DECN1, I1IA, 11 = SQRT(CLIJI ~ LCK)) •• 2 + (ACJ) - AC
Kl) · OD1740 
----~---.-.-.... · 
2·+· ur«J>"-··euo> .,,. .. 2, . 
. oia.1sor 
.. . 
GO TO 200.· · :::· :-.-. ; .. _ ., . . 
. 
: . · : . . 001760 t· 
; . 190 .HZ = HZ +. 1. · .. .::-· ·. 
· · .• . · 
. 001770 i 
NUHBCHZ, I'.IIA, 2) ; NUHBER(KI .. --·· .... ······ ·- --- --
·-··-·-~--
-----·0011·ao·1 
OE(HZ, IVIA, 2> = SQRTULCJJ - L(KH •• 2 • IAC
J> - AU() l . OD1790 ! 










; ···._20~ CONT~NtIE. :"·:_- ~·~ . ·-!.)_~: :· · · · :. ·.: .. );/ · 00
1810. 1 
; . . .- ~- NP<IlIA-, .1> .. - H1.-. -: ... ·_. t. · .. -. - .· . 
. . _ .
 : . . :·;-. 001820-·t 
1 :. • ._ NP (I VIA~· 2 )" =, HZ. -.. - .... =.~~- ·. · ~. . . 
. .·_.~·= . .; · :· · 0 018 30 t 
. C 220 CONTI°Ntif=>-· ~-, -~- .·.~. \·.~-~----
·-·-----·- -·- - _.. ~~
i:~:1 
' 
C · : PRINT. OUT RESULTS-- FOR EACH ST
ANDARD POI NT• 00186
0 f 




· · · ,.-) ~-· oiris1o1~ . 
.'..''-ii::_> NHAX.=·· MAXiJCNP_(1;Lt1, NP<1, 2J, NP(Z, 11, NP<Z
, 2), NP(J, u~ ·- ·.:. 001aao"="1 . 
. f)/_.-.. +· NP(J,:12> )·_: .. ·.·'.(':· .··'.< · ... ·· .· . 
-... 001890. 
IF (NMA.X • EQ • __ o t Go.·ro 270 . - . . ···-------·
-· 
:--001900-: 
WRITE (7, 1011> :·· ... ::: 
001905. 
00 250 K = 1,- NHAx-· 
C01910 




h.-:· .... ·:· DO 25n· "1 :: · · 3 ·".'.· · ·. · 
. . . 
001930 . 
, .. ·:.-· .. . ~ fl . ' ' . . . . . 
. 
1··.:;·.,;:·-<·.-:00 zso 112 ··~ 1 · 2·· 
.·. ·:- · 001940 • 





IF (Hf • EQ • 1 • ·_ANO • H2 •. EQ • 1) WRITE (7, 1
0D5> . 001960 
. ·+ NUHB(!(, Mi, '12), OE(K, H1, H2J 
00!97!J · 
/·'j .. '.>.·. I"F-<"Hi.-EQ--;;-i··-;···ANO -~ ·,.,2 -·~·-Ea .. ;-i,· WRITE
 ct,·. i006}---~ Dn1980 
i.. ' '•"' . 
. 
f:z.:<··: + NUHa<K, Hi, HZ>, OE(K, M1, H2) 
D0199D 
k/.::.r:·.=_'i:.IF CH1 • EQ • 2 • AND • NZ • EQ. 
1) WRITE <7, 1007) 002000 _ 
)',"' .'• ., . --·· ,,,
 - --- ·-·-






·. . + NUHB<K, H1, tf2>, DECK, H1, H
Z) 002010 
. 
•. . •.. t . ' -. 
. 
, · ··- '.. "·J'·:·~IF (t11 • EQ • 2 •. ANO • HZ • EQ • 2
) WRITE (7, 1008) 002020 
::;:;·;:?/·:::•>NUHB(K, M1. HZ>, DEC<, f11 ,HZ) 
002030. 
1::,:;:·:~~~~;.,rrTfff~_-Ea-;-·3·-;--ANtf-~-Hi--~- ta··;-·u ·-w
·RITE-,t;-foo·g;--· : . 0·1f201tf-
·r-,f>'?~~~ .. ~N·U .. B<K .... 1 uz, o .. ,K H1" HZ' 
· · .. 
- .,._. , . .-.·;···oo"OSO. 
f,'.;f§.ltJ.:·~.:I" .-, -:·:" . :/- n . ~ n ': =. t . t , .:·. . . ·' . 
. . . 
. . , ~-: -~ - , ·:···, (! ! 
M;~~-~t~F-· .. CM! ... EQ. 3. ANO. HZ. EQ. 


















,: · .. /.·.-__;:_+~NUHBCK, H1 ,H2>, DE CK, Hi, 
H2) · . · 00207
0 . 
. :'.- 25D ~CONTINUE · :. - . -
002080 
1
• ···::·::":{GO .ro·.300 ·.. . 
002090 
f,:x:210·::.wRttE~ ~·t~-:~:?-'H·~····.·-·-. __ ~\--.~-.-•. - ----------- · 
·_. · .. :. : , :_,. 01f21oif-
t~.:::1.,.3oo-_. .. coNrx~~E-.-:;.;.-:~· .. \:. ~\ .. _.~:~·-~~ > 
· ... · /:t:' ·002110 : 
( .. \\. ~~?STOPf<iJ~.::.\:; /.'.·t .. ~-~---·-··---·- .... --------·· 
______
___ :__· _ ·~"' ·_,:,_<L. 002120 : 
C . . :··, ··; . -~:·;}:.:-'~::-.';~\~\·; :.... . : ' -. 
. -. - .. -
·.· 0 02130; 
C · - ::,·,·i~";;-,} FCRNAT--STATEHENTS 
OD 2140 · 









1 : 1002 FORNAT(//lf"' _SANPL~ NUH9ER. •, A7) 
002170 . 
r ft,:~! ~~=~m~?f Pt .:'-'~'~ · · -··· · ·· - - ··· ----- ----- :~~~~: 
. --1005 FORHAT(1H+, ..... · A7,F&.2J 
002ZZO 
100& FORHAT(1H•,17X,A7 ,F6 .z I 
O 022,.0 






i. 1008 FOR"ATC1H+-,.51.>c.A7 ~Fo .z> 
. . 002260 . 
i. 1009 FORNAT.C1H.•,6_~!!_~7 !!-6_~_2 > -·-·----· . . 
. , - .:; :"."":· .- D~_??.!9-i 
~r,r10-FORHAT(iH~85X,A7,F6.2) ..... ·----·-·-····
·--.-. ---·-
-:-· · -- 002280 • 
liii;;;;..a;;;,e;;;"""'-"'--~--".:" ·:::··,-:::.--~:::=-:::-::--:::·-:::-:::-=:--::--::--::-::-::-
::=:.........; _________ ....;;.,;;.;.;;..;;;;;;;....;;;;---;;;-~~-~
' . 1011 fORIIAT.C.~)ll,'i.pt;US; .CHROHA• • 5X • •HI NUS CHRD HA•, 






~ +•ttINUS LIGHT•) 
1012. FORMAT I" NO POINTS FOUND 










·!_~ ""'. ·., . 





,• -. _. 
. -,:~\~?,.~_i:·, .. : .. : ,'. --:;\' 
:: ::·. 
····.···--··- -·--. --
-=- ---· --··------- .... -
.. ,., .. 
-. 
·------~--·--·------------
~----·-- ..... , • ··-.-~.------ .,-1 ...... . }\ .. ,~:;: ::-:_:' !" · : &f !:\}*f ~ .·· ;l,~::.:.'-_.,;.;_ ___ .,_. :....""'":;..._ ·:_:-"'· ;:.,;..··_-~.;.,~;..?_:_-'_:._·~-~---~-~-_·:'._: ________ -~"'/_i_-~_-~_·.:_-: __ ·: ___ /.:;F.:.("',:"!, 
'---~--:----:--~ -- ,·/ifrft-- -,____ ~ .'·--r 
~·- ~ 
----------------------------------_-,_-_,.....--· -- ._. : . ----·--------..,------,-.. -.-.--"."'."'--_----,: -,-._;.,..,,,..,,.._.-, '": .".",,.-. . .--.. -. -.. -... -.•, : 
. ,.-.. ~· .... -~ ·.,,.c.·:. . •. ·, ';. :-.. . .- -~..... ... "-....._ 
... ' ._·:_'.·.:.-;::- '"-',·· ·:··.-/:';t .. ..:-.:. ~.,.. ..... .. ·~--... -:-,,~--- .=--.:! 
·-· .. 




'..::~;:;-:?.:~\({f.. .. ·:·· ,_ .... - \.():\-":_ c::-.~: ~ - ~~,~~ 
-·--· __ :..c_ _______ ..:--___________ _ 
~-.:·· ·- ... _. ______ .. ---. --- ---
------------------~ 
'· -







,------~------~--:-=:::--.,---:~~-.--.-------. __ ..,._ . . --~---. 
··::. :.:-~;~.<:· ~:~·-·. ;;..:·:· -~-- -
.-.·:·.-: .:'·•:'I.;.: .. ·.·. 




·· . .:-~;-_·~_-._: ·_.--.-~---··:·.:..-· 
- ~----- --· -------·- ··- .. ·------
--··-:·-;- ····""1·---
:. -··· 
,, .. :-· 
------ -..:..:...--------'--'------
- . -·------ -- -- ---...,,---
' . ~~: ·. 
. . ' 
-~ . . I 
·' 
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Program to Randomize the Order of Sample Pairs 
(supplied by Dr. Eugene M. Allen) 
\. ··,, ..... --














~~ ·----PROGRAH-FUN'FER,lNPUTi' OU1PUT, t,PE1> .. -- .. -·r---· "·-·-····~·-·---- 001000 
(!C . . , 00-1010' 
. " -C------· -·· ··-· PREPARES-,RANOIHI ZED LIST OF COMPARISONS FOR THE INSPECTOR -··· .. . 0010 20 
,, 1~ . . . • • • • . . 001030 I 
-~ ·. ; ;.. . . . . 
j DIHENSION NAHE C2, 241, ITALf2~) 001040 
-C--- ·-··· .. ·-···· ..... :...·-···-.. ----· .... · 001050 
LOGICAL DONE OD1060 
.c 001070! 
.. - . . DATA ... NAHEJ. .. :.M. . .• . 001375 
, · •1001,8r,.\4,a44~,1001,7DJ0,7~30,1~30,7030, . 001080 ! . . •7291,ar.1t3,8ftlt3,72,1,1os2, 70D0,70DD,7D52, · . 00109D 
;.:__:_. +·0709,-7023,7023-,0-70,9,081t7,D97CJ,D97,9,081t7,-~-·-·····----·---···-·---- - - 001100 
. +Oe66,065D,065D,Dte6,DQD6,0837,D837,0Q06, 001110 
+0681,098,,0984,D6!1,0714,D6~~,06~4,071\, . . . 001120 
. ,. · ... -;-+s.o.ao.,.5327.,53.21.,soo o, 1000.,5310, s:s10-.-10001-~---------- 001130 . 
;c·:-;\,/.:\\' . .-<:.\ ,<::(·'::::· · .. i.-:. :> . . . · . . : · · . · . .,:.; · 001220 
r·:,-·:· .. ., DO· 100 ·J. : .. .1, Zit 001230 
~100.:.:.tT-A~(JJ ·, ·a.·: ..... ·. :. : ·- · ..:..~~---- 0012lt0-
150 K = IFIX<RANF(O, O) • 21,, • 1, I . 001250 
IF CITAL(IO • GE , 10t GO TO 150 001260 
. ,. . MRITE-C-1-~1001-~NAHE lJ,-K),,-J-=--1 ,-2)-- .. 001270-· 
!··.··.\·.. . ITAL< K~ ,- = ·IT AL CK) + 1 . . · ·· .. _ _ 0Df2.80~'. 
L<·:'.'. CONE =,.;.1'RUEt!:··-;:, .. · ... · .· ... · : . . ···---0012901 
,___ __ . D0-200--J-= . ..:.1f-Z4---·-~---·------~~-----· · _ _:_ ____ ·-···------· .... ------001300 · 
· IF <ITAL CJ> , LT • 1 Di DONE = ,F~LSE. , . 001310 
. 200 CONTINU·: · . . 001320 
---lF..:...COONEl-StOP.-----.-----·· ----·--.-------------001330 j,; . ·:' GO TO 1so .. '.· . .., i··::·: · ... · : . . . . - 001340 .· 
' 1001 FCRf'ATC//1X, Ir.-, ICJ) . OD1350 
---- . -END . ,, •, , ·~: .. :.L .. ;_· .... ___ ... ·~· ... ------------.' -·- ·-----·- :· ._ · .. ··-·· .... ---001370. 
, ' ' ', 
. ' 
-------....;.;.._------·-·-·--:·--... ·---.. --------·-·--·- ,, ___ ·-----···----·-·. 
'~~••~• ·11~25.57. · .. HAt.NYlW 000081 LINES PRINTED. ·111 END OF lIST Ill LO 22 
·•~••~• 17,2S,S7. HA~NYLW 000081 LINES PRINTED Ill END OF LIST Ill 
. ' . " 
to 22 





, .. ; . 
, ,,··- .. ,, 
.,,,. ', 
\ ·' ' 
. ,. ·. 
. . .~--,:. . , ~ :};::· !~j{ t"::' \;';·~./. > ... ~-/~(,'. :~. ,I-. ... ' 
""i : ; :-:: .. ~ .. ~ .. > : · ..... ~, .. ~~··· 






Program to Randomize the Order of Sample Pairs 
(supplied by Dr. Eugene M. Allen) 
... :..-,,-(.• ~ ~· .. · ·,. , ... , ' 
". 
··--·-pRQGRAH-FUN FER-fINPUT,· OUlPUT t T iPE1> 
,'.!c 
' ··- ··-·· --- -· .. -•.. - ........... ·---· -· 
. .C----· -·· ··-· PREPARES--RAl'\OIHI ZED LIST OF COMPARISONS FOR 
THE 
11 .· · · .. 
INSPECTOR 











. -- .. . DATA ... HAHE/.--~--- . -- .. 
001375 
.. · +1001,s~\zt,a44~,1oa1,1030,1430,1430,1030, 
001oao 




;.:___,;_· · -+070 9,-7023,7 0 23-,0-70-9, 0 8lt7, 0979, 097-9, 0 847 ,--.
-· -·-·· ···--··-- --.. ··-----
-
- 001100 




·. · .. "7"+s.o.a.o.,.s327-ts3.21..,sooo, 1000.,5310, 5310-~10001.-. -.. -.. ------------
. 001130 
· )~\-:/·{:_:.<:-,:_.<:.\·' .: ~- .-__ :::. · .. i·:· :_: . . . . . . : · · . . <,, . 001220 
r:...:-:· .. ·. ,., DO· 100 ·J :., . .t, 24 
001230 
i····· ·100.:.:.I-T-AL-:(J> ·.;··o·-: ........ · _________ .. ---------
00121t0-
150 I< = IFIX<RANF<O, Ol • 2'•• + 1. > 
001250 
IF <ITAL{K) • GE • 10l GO TO 150 
D01260 
.. _.. . \o1RITE-<-1r.-1D-01-~NAME tJ,-K)-,-J-=--1,-2>-~-... ---------
----
001270-· 
i::/=\·,: j'::_· ITAL ( I() .- = ·IT AL (l() · + 1 · .. ·· .. · : · · · . ·. · • . · · . oof2
.ao·.; 
:·.·/.- ... . CONE = ...• TRUE.· .. -... . 
- -- 001290'! 
I·.· , • , •· ,I .' '
 





· IF (ITAL(Jl , lT--. 10l OONE = itF~LSE. 
001310 





f ,/· . ·:: GO TO 1so.-'.· ;~ 1·-::<· 
. 001340 
; 1001 FCR~AT(//1~~ t4j !9) 
001350 
1 
·. . . 










MANNYLK 000061 LINES PRINTED. ·111 END OF LIST Ill 
ttANNYLW 300081 LINES PRINTED Ill ENO OF LIST/// 
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